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1.0 Introduction to The Retail Group
1.1

Experience and Credentials

The Retail Group is a specialist retail management consultancy that provides informed solutions about consumers’
future needs for a wide range of retail and property clients. The philosophy of our business is “to improve our
clients’ business through our understanding of shoppers, their shopping habits, businesses and the skills of
retailing”.

For retail property clients and local authorities, we offer objective and carefully researched retail strategies based on
detailed awareness and analysis of national and local retail markets. We ensure that proposed developments
target and satisfy the future needs and aspirations of all local consumers.
Our clients appreciate the down-to-earth approach to researching individual centres and our ability to clearly state
the reasons for trading in a particular location. Our retail strategies encompass all town centre operators including
multiple businesses, independents, service, catering and leisure operators.
We have defined future town centre strategies for over 250 locations covering all sizes and types, from market
towns like Morpeth and Frome, to sub-regional towns like Ashford and Livingston, to regional destinations such as
Birmingham and Bluewater. Our consumer oriented methodology and approach also enables us to work on iconic
locations like Wembley, Greenwich Peninsula and Spitalfields.
Locations we have worked near Driffield include York, Malton, Selby, Hull, Pickering, Scarborough, Thirsk and
Scunthorpe.
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2.0 Project Background and Objectives
2.1

Project Background and Approach

Driffield is the principal market town in East Riding with a residential
population of circa 13,000. It performs an important role as the main centre of
retail, service, food & beverage, employment and administration for its
immediate rural hinterland.

In common with many market towns, the town centre has faced a number of
challenges over the last few years including increasing spend online,
increasing spend in large out of town supermarkets and retail parks, loss of
some key multiple retailers and declining employment numbers in the town.
As a result of the recent / current Covid Pandemic, the town centre is facing
acute conditions affecting the ability of town centre businesses to trade, not
least of course the restrictions on trade as a result of the Lockdown 2.0, in
place at the time of writing this report.
East Riding Council, in conjunction with Driffield Town Council, has therefore
commissioned The Retail Group to help secure the future of the town centre.
There is a considerable wealth of existing information and previous reports
available on Driffield and its customer base and the outputs of these will need
to be considered as an input into the findings of this study.

The study conclusions and outputs will also need to draw on outputs of the
primary research undertaken for this study, namely:
A. Survey of town centre operators currently trading
B. Review of the town centre offer from the perspective of the consumer
C. Needs and aspirations from Driffield’s various available consumer
groups
D. Review of consumer and retail trends elsewhere in the UK, including
lessons from benchmark centres
This will enable us to identify:
• The future needs of the Driffield consumer (in their various guises)
• Opportunities to secure the future of the town centre
• Develop a strategy that will enable the town centre to maximise its
performance, benefits and role in the local retail hierarchy
• Develop an action plan to help the town centre recover from the Covid
affected economic influences and as well as identify actions to improve
performance in the short to medium term.
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Operator Survey

3.0 Operator Survey
3.1

Overview

A bespoke questionnaire was developed for the project, based on
previous tried and tested questionnaires we have developed and
employed. This is attached as Appendix I.
The survey area is as shown opposite.

100 surveys were handed out across the town centre area on
Thursday 15 October and 66 completed surveys were collected
the same day.
This is a fabulous response, producing an excellent dataset of
respondents for robust analysis and interpretation.
This represents circa half of the current active retail businesses in
the town centre.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.2

Type of Business
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30%
20%
10%
0%

Just over half of respondents describe themselves as retail businesses, a further third (or more) are service operators (health & beauty as well as financial)
followed by food and beverage operators. It should be noted however that this was a daytime survey and therefore may not include the full range of food &
beverage (F&B) operators trading in the town centre as a whole, as they may not be open and trading during the field research.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.3

Main Reason for Customers to Visit
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through
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Study
nearby

The strong shopping offer in the town centre is clearly recognised as a major generator of visits. This is followed by an element of local / nearby consumers
including both residents and workers. The eating and drinking offer, as well as the market were also seen as clear reasons to visit the town centre, as was
the services offer to a lesser extent. Commuting / passing through is a low trip generator.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.4

Customer Visit Frequency
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According to businesses, consumers are visiting Driffield on a relatively frequent basis with nearly 90% of businesses saying their consumers are visiting at
least weekly.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.5

Busiest Time of the Day (Weekdays / Saturday)
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No answer

Saturday

Respondents report that Driffield has a customer visit pattern that is typical of market towns, i.e. lunchtimes busiest, followed by early morning. The much
higher visits on Saturday morning compared to the afternoon suggest shoppers may also be travelling to other higher order shopping destinations on
Saturday afternoons. Currently Driffield has a limited full day part appeal.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.6

Busiest Time of the Day (Sunday)
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The pattern on Sunday is clear, Driffield is mainly closed for business!
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.7

Changes to Customer Behaviour as a result of Covid
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Responses to this question are typical of those we have received elsewhere, i.e. the major consumer response post Covid is that they are just pleased that
the businesses are open! In regards changes to behaviour, businesses in Driffield are reporting that consumers are visiting less frequently, needing safety
reassurances, staying shorter and shopping as individuals (not groups). The good news however is some are spending more per visit!
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.8

Satisfaction Levels with Performance of Driffield Town Centre
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This is a very positive response. The majority of businesses are pleased with the performance of the town centre. Very few are dissatisfied. In light of the
very difficult trading conditions town centres are facing across the country because of Covid, this is great news indeed.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.9

Tourism Potential
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Whilst the majority are sitting on the fence, over a third of businesses agree that tourism is an untapped opportunity.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.10 Priority Recovery Areas
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Respondents would like to see many different areas of recovery support delivered, with the main ‘wants’ being more events and markets to generate footfall,
more promotion and marketing of the offer and the towns safety, tailored recovery support and advice, a town centre discount scheme and more information.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.11 Town Centre Priority Improvement Areas
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There are lots of improvements wanted, including more parking. Other aspects can be grouped under the umbrella themes of:
• Stronger retail offer (more choice, bigger shops, more independents, more food & beverage)
• More activity that generates footfall (e.g. events, markets, promotion, online information, better signage etc).
• Better consumer experience (safer, cleaner, ease of use etc)
• Improved environment (public realm, less traffic congestion)
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.12 Public Realm Priority Improvement Areas
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Again, there are a variety of improvements wanted by respondents, with more customer toilets dominating the list. Other improvements relate to better
environment (improved pavements, greener, cleaner etc.), better facilities (more seating, better signage) and improved safety and security.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.13

Operator Survey Strengths

The main strengths of the town centre according to operators are as follows (as mentioned by at least 2 responses):
Strengths

Responses

Community feel / spirit

8

Free parking

5

Accessibility of shops

7

Good choice of shops

5

Clean / tidy

7

Lovely small market town

5

Variety

7

Driffield in bloom

2

Independent

6

Low crime and pleasant to walk around

2

Friendly

6

Market

6

The main strengths of the offer are the community / friendly feel, ease of use and choice available, cleanliness, strong independent offer, the market, free
parking and its history and positioning as a small market town.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.14 Operator Survey Weaknesses
The main strengths of the town centre according to operators are as follows (as mentioned by at least 2 responses):
Weaknesses

Responses

Lack of parking

26

Lack of variety

8

Empty premises

5

Not much to do

4

Too many charity shops

4

Lack of shop variety

3

No public toilets

3

Not enough shops for younger people

2

Variety

2

Lack of Police

2

There is one major issue that dominates responses in regards Driffield’s weaknesses, i.e. lack of parking.

Other issues include lack of variety, number of vacant units / too many charity shops, lack of choice / variety (in a variety of ways) and insufficient customer
toilets.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.15 Business Performance Since First Lockdown
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Respondents were asked about the performance of their business since the first national lockdown, and the results are reasonably positive. Whilst just over a
third were negative and felt their business performance was below their expectations, approx. a third felt the performance has been in line with expectations
and encouragingly a fifth viewed their business performance in excess of their expectations.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.16 Future Optimism Rating
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In regards future optimism for future trading in Driffield, there are grounds to be optimistic! Respondents are clearly positive about the future trading prospects
in the town with well over 50% optimistic and less than a fifth are pessimistic.
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3.0 Operator Survey
3.17 Summary
The findings of the operator survey can be summarised as follows:
• We had a great response to our operator survey with the majority of businesses trading in the town centre taking part and completing surveys
• Respondents are typically ‘retail’ or service providers

• ‘Shopping’ is the dominant reason to use the town centre, visiting hospitality and market are on a par as trip generators. Live nearby and work nearby are
also strong drivers
• The town attracts reasonably frequent visits from customers, i.e. at least weekly
• The town centre is busiest during lunchtimes and early morning, but relatively quiet in the afternoons. This applies to both weekdays and Saturdays but not
Sundays as most businesses do not open
• Businesses are overwhelmingly ‘satisfied’ with Driffield as a centre
• Businesses feel that tourism presents more opportunities for the town centre going forward
• Customers are visiting less frequently and in smaller groups as a result of Covid, but some are spending more per visit when they do

• Businesses particularly want to see more events that generate footfall, more marketing and promotion and tailored advice to help them recover from Covid
• In regards improvements to the offer, respondents would particularly like to see more parking available in the town centre. They’d also like there to be a
stronger offer in the town centre, more activity to generate footfall, improved environment and better shopping experience
• Specifically in regards the public realm, respondents would like to see more toilets available for customer use, improved environment and better facilities

• Whilst undoubtedly business has been tough for respondents since Lockdown 1.0, respondents are optimistic about the future trading prospects that Driffield
presents
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Retail Review

4.0 Retail Review
4.1 Introduction
A review of the Driffield Town Centre offer has been undertaken
from the perspective of the consumer.
The purpose of the review is to assess the offer in terms of the
retail mix, width and depth of the offer, layout, customer appeal,
visit drivers, vitality and overall retail experience.
Driffield Town Centre offers a linear shopping experience, with
businesses operating on both sides of the main retail streets,
Market Place and South / North Middle Streets. There are
businesses on Mill Street, George Street and Exchange Street,
including some of the towns ‘anchor’ operators.
All the streets allow both pedestrians and traffic, including buses,
although on market days Market Place is pedestrianised to allow
market trading on the street.
Whilst there are a number of vacant units, including clusters of
vacancies the town centre looks and feels well occupied and
benefits from visible footfall and robust businesses.

The town centre does not feel like a place that is in decline, it
feels reasonably vibrant and ‘active’.
There is a strong convenience offer, a very strong and diverse
service offer (particularly hair and beauty) and a wide range of
retail shops. The catering / hospitality is ok in parts.
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4.0 Retail Review
4.2 Mix and Offer
Driffield Town Centre benefits from strong offers in a number of
categories, particularly convenience retailers, service providers
and specialist comparison operators. There is also a broad range
of price points.
The convenience offer is lead by Tesco and Lidl with two of the
largest stores in town. Other ‘brands’ include Iceland, Londis and
Costcutter. There are also local and regional bakers, butchers and
Rafters (fruit & veg) one of the best independent fruit and veg /
grocery stores we have seen.
Of the circa 170 open businesses we saw during the review circa
70 were ‘service providers’ with over 21 different services being
provided. Circa 20 hair and beauty / wellness and 8 barbers.
Services include various repair specialists, florist, travel, dentist,
auctioneers, car parts and cobblers to name but a few.
Comparison goods retailers are diverse in categories, with only
home / household and ladieswear having a selection different
operators. That said the garden equipment, power tools /
machinery, and country store offers reflect the rural hinterland and
acts as an anchor collectively.
Catering and hospitality is ok, with some large pub and hotel
operators and a small selection of cafes and restaurants. The
takeaway offer is dominant in the category
Other anchors include Wilko, Boots, Yorkshire Trading
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4.0 Retail Review
4.3 Facilities, Layout & Ease of Use
As previously identified, the layout of the town is as a linear
shopping experience, with road and pavement. In places the
pavements are narrow, although the pedestrianised market days
improve the shoppers allocation of space.
Access is relatively easy, bus stops in the town centre, pedestrian
routes from adjacent housing, the train station is at the southern
end of the retail strip, and benefits from improved external public
realm. There is no strong welcome / arrival signage.
General parking is limited and signposting to parking is also
limited, with no dedicated ‘shopper’ parking identified. The closest
parking area is beside Market Walk and the Library, it is free for
30 minutes and limited to two hours. Many customers were
observed during the review seemingly finding the machines
complicated to use! The food stores all have camera controlled
time limited parking, with a plethora of ‘penalty charge’ signs
creating a negative perception.
The toilets beside the library were open and very clean. There is
some seating and rest points at one end of the retail area, but
pavement widths do not permit seating across the town centre.
The banks (cash points) and the wealth of service providers are
driving the strong facilities appeal of the centre.
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4.0 Retail Review
4.4 Retail Standards, Experience and Environment
As can be seen from the images throughout this section, the retail
standards, experience and environment in Driffield ranges from
the very (very) good to the very poor!
The very poor is less about the product presentation and external
displays, but rather more the condition of the exterior and the
physical fabric of the buildings, and in some places the public
realm, pavements etc.
This issue is further exacerbated by the visibility of large high
profile and long term vacant units / development sites (beyond
Wetherspoons and alongside B&M Bargains) as well as the lack
of visibility of some of the better operators / offers due small
frontages, first floor trading, small unit sizes, poor signage, and
possibly a lack of focus from the operators.
Indeed Driffield is a town with many hidden gems, that deserve to
have a much stronger presence and visual impact, e.g. Café
Leon, Rafters, Alec W G Hall, Spicers Auctioneers, Bentley’s and
the various home operators and the service sector.
Conversely it would be good to improve the impact of the less
appealing aspects and even operators, Tesco, Gym to mention
only two.
Covid safe shopping signage is visible across the town centre.
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4.0 Retail Review
4.5 Indicators of Health and Retail Potential
The volume and quality, including evident recent openings and
investment in fitout, of the service category across the town
centre is a proven indicator of regular visit pattern and an
established customer base.
Indeed Mill Street could be renamed Barber Row and Middle
Street North is potentially a home and health / wellbeing centre in
its own right. Marred by the large development site.
The town has a strong convenience offer, including local
independent food / grocery operators, which are also added to on
market days.

However the high profile, if limited in number, vacancies and the
two development sites (both appear fairly long term sites) would
indicate that there is a need to secure additional operators, or to
possibly relocate existing operators into more visible units.
There are new units opening and a few being fitted out.
The messages on vitality and health are mixed, although there
are many positives to build on.
One aspect to focus on going forward will be what are the missing
components from the town centre, and not simply the retail
components!
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4.0 Retail Review
4.6 Driffield Market
Driffield Market operates on a Thursday and is located in the
middle of the main shopping area between Exchange Street and
George Street.
On the day of the review, circa a dozen traders were present,
slightly below average due to weather, Covid and seasonality.
The market offers a good mix of traditional traders, including
fishmonger, butcher, baker, fruit & veg, florist, clothing, baked
potatoes, specialist farm produce, olives, nuts, garden ornaments
and toys.
It appears popular with residents, traders operate from stalls,
gazebos, vehicles and vans.
Some traders kept vans on site, which is not normal.
The delivery of the market is ok, it could be better, more impactful
and with additional categories. It could feel much more of an
event to lift the town.
Typically the external signage related to diversion, road closed
and Covid warnings rather than celebrating being here today,
open and with these ‘exciting traders / categories for you!’
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4.0 Retail Review
4.7 Image Gallery
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4.0 Retail Review
4.8 Summary
Driffield Town Centre has much to build on, nurture, improve and
take forward. It appears to be popular with its established
customer base. It has many strengths that are hidden or
obscured. That said, there are clear aspects to improve and a
number of gaps / missing components in its offer. We have
summarised the strengths and weaknesses below:
Strengths
- Service offer, variety and quality
- Convenience offer / the market
- Hidden gems
- Many quality independents
- Home / household offer
- Hair, beauty and wellbeing
- Countryside essentials.
Weaknesses
- Arrival / welcome
- High profile vacancies and development sites
- Parking signage and regime
- The market
- Market Walk
- Visibility and external impact of offer
- Non ground floor activity
- Remote anchors and the anchors
- Lack of leisure and limited food & beverage.
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4.0 Retail Review
4.9 Competing Centres
Bridlington (top two images) is circa 25 minutes east / north east
from Driffield. Notwithstanding the appeal of the seaside and
seafront amusements it is difficult to see why Driffield residents
would choose to shop in Bridlington.
It has many of the same mass market multiple brands plus a few
more value operators. The reward for the effort is not there.
Beverley, located some 25 minutes due south of Driffield, offers
the appeal of a higher order retail centre; benefiting from a good
quality and highly appealing public realm and streetscape
including historic architecture and Minster. Quality paving and
well maintained shop fronts.
The streets accommodate a strong mix of better quality multiples
and an independent department store. White Stuff, Crew, Mint
Velvet, Lakeland, Fat Face, Rohan, a number of good quality
independent operators with a strong jewellery offer.

Plus there is the more recent Flemingate with its anchor stores,
leisure and multiple operators adds another dimension to the
towns offer.
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Existing Data Review

5.0 Existing Data Review
5.1 Introduction
To provide further input and direction on the future of Driffield Town Centre, a number of existing research sources and reports have been
analysed and key findings extracted into this report. These include:
• East Riding of Yorkshire Council: Customer Insight Postcode Segments
• White Young Green: Town Centres, Retail and Leisure Study
• Mott Macdonald: Investment Strategies in East Riding
• East Riding of Yorkshire Council: Town Centre Usage Study
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.2 Customer Profiles Surrounding Driffield

Bridlington
Driffield

The customer profile in the wider
rural hinterland surrounding
Driffield is dominated by Rural
Couples and Settled Rurality.
Closer to Driffield there are more
Comfortable Families and Older
Independents.

Pocklington
Hornsea

Market
Weighton

Beverley
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.2 Customer Profiles In Driffield Itself
As can be seen in Driffield itself,
the population is quite mixed,
being dominated by Savvy
Spenders (especially around the
core town centre), Older
Independents and Settled and
Secure residents.

Market Place

There are also a few residents
that are categorised as Young
Families to the east of Market
Place and Older with Care Needs
to the south of it.
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.3 Driffield Retail Catchment
Driffield
Retail Catchment

The retail catchment of Driffield roughly
corresponds to a circa 20 minute drive
around the town. It extends further to
the west.
There are approximately 11,600
households in this area, of which 6,400
are within the built-up area of Driffield
itself.
In regards population, there are circa
14,000 residents in the Driffield Built
Up Area and this could grow to 19,000
by 2030.
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.4 Customer Needs
From the descriptions provided by EYRC, the following resident customer types are available to Driffield.

Retail Catchment
Settled and Secure (23%)

Comfortable Families (15%)

30%

• Mix of full time workers and retirees,
both owning their own homes (both
outright and with mortgage)

• Well qualified families with jobs and
good health

25%

• Lower house prices than ER average
• Good health but limited qualifications

• Dominated by people in 40’s > 50’s
• Large detached houses owned outright
• Typically married, with 2+cars

20%
15%

• 1 > 2 cars
10%

Savvy Spenders (15%)

Older Independents (12%)

• People of all ages, but dominated by
50’s living in smaller terraced houses

• Older residents often living near the sea

• Reasonable health
• 1 car
• Houses are typically owned outright or
with mortgage

• Small detached houses owned outright

5%

0%

• Typically married, but high levels of
single person households, often in poor
health
• 1 car
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.4 Customer Needs
From the descriptions provided by EYRC, the following resident customer types are available to Driffield.

Driffield Urban Area
Settled and Secure (26%)

Savvy Spenders (23%)

30%

• Mix of full time workers and retirees,
both owning their own homes (both
outright and with mortgage)

• People of all ages, but dominated by
50’s living in smaller terraced houses

25%

• Lower house prices than ER average
• Good health but limited qualifications
• 1 > 2 cars

• Reasonable health

• 1 car
• Houses are typically owned outright or
with mortgage

20%
15%
10%

Older Independents (15%)

Young Families (13%)

• Older residents often living near the sea

• Beginning family life in starter houses,
owned with mortgage

• Small detached houses owned outright
• Typically married, but high levels of
single person households, often in poor
health
• 1 car

5%
0%

• Much lower house prices than ER
average

• Typically no qualifications
• Lots of young children
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.5 Customer Needs Summary
This analysis of customer lifestyles living in and around Driffield reveals that customers living in the rural
catchment area around Driffield are well educated, middle aged consumers many of which live in large
houses. Car ownership is high, and their health is good.
Customers living in Driffield itself display a variety of age profiles from young families in the their first
homes, through to middle aged consumers living in small terraced houses, and to older consumers living
in small flats and retirement complexes. Typically consumers in Driffield itself would appear to be more
mass market and have less disposable income that those living in the surrounding rural area.
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.6 White Young Green: Town Centres, Retail and Leisure Study
This study, completed in 2019, is part of the evidence base which informs the Council’s policy and
allocations. Although the sample size was small (100) in regards the Driffield research ‘zone’, the study
found that:
• The two main dominant food stores were Tesco (30%) and Lidl (19%), mainly because they are ’near
to home’
• Consumers typically drive to these destinations, or walk. Of those who drove (85%) did not experience
any issues finding a parking place
• There is high usage of the internet for both food and non-food items

• There is also reasonable levels of expenditure outflow towards Beverley, York (city centre and
McArthur Glen) and Hull (city centre and Kingswood Retail Park). This also includes cinema visits
(mainly to Beverley and Kingswood Retail Park)
• In regards the market, consumers enjoy the friendly atmosphere, range of non-food items and value
for money available at the market
• Driffield has an offer dominated by independents, with above average levels of convenience and
service operators
• The vacancy rate was 14.5% of units (although a more recent town centre audit undertaken by EYRC
in December 2020 encouragingly reveals this figure has dropped to 11.8%)
• The centre is noted as healthy overall, but has several large long term vacant sites visible. There is
capacity for up to 1,700 sqm of additional convenience space and 2,100 sqm. of comparison space by
2036
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.7 Mott McDonald: Investment Strategies in East Riding
This study, completed in 2015, had the objective of delivering an action
plan with investment strategy options. Actions and recommendations for
the main sites in the study included:
1. DRF-L Former Viking Centre: Retain existing pub and pharmacy, and
promote for retail uses such as supermarket. Site will need remedial
improvements and flood risk assessment.
2. DRF-L Exchange Street: Promote for residential or tourist
accommodation. Site also needs flood risk assessment and
contamination assessment.
3. DRF-M Former Cattle Market: Promote for large space retail uses
such as superstore plus additional residential. This site needs
contamination assessment.
4. Old Wool Yard: Residential development, will need to wait until Cattle
Market site is unlocked first . Contamination assessment needed first.
5. DRF-N Tesco: Vacant (ex Kwik Save) warehouse could be developed
for High Street retail

Figure 5.1 from Mott McDonald Report

6. Old Coal Yard: Residential but has potential contamination issues

7. DRF-G Old Sugar Mill: Small site, could be used for residential
8. Old Depot Site: Commercial / industrial but again there are potential
contamination issues
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5.0 Existing Data Review
5.8 East Riding of Yorkshire Council: Town Centre Use Survey
The Council conducted a post Lockdown 1.0 survey of changes to
consumer visit patterns as a result of Covid. Key findings included:
•

307 respondents completed the survey from the YO25 postcode
area

•

78% of respondents continue to shop in their regular choice of town
centre, i.e. Driffield

•

In regards the non-essential businesses, consumers were keen to
use the non-food shops and service operators as soon as they were
able, but were not planning to visit entertainment venues, leisure
facilities, libraries or cultural offers anytime soon

•

Cafes, pubs & restaurants elicited a mixed response in regards
propensity to use / not use

•

Respondents were comfortable in regards social distancing, limiting
customers and queue management, availability of hand sanitiser
and visible cleaning in shops. Notices to reassure customers was
still positive but at lower levels

•

Two thirds of consumers felt their shopping patterns would change,
typically shop locally or buy online (and including both!)

YO25 Postal Area
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Stakeholder Engagement

6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.1

Introduction

The client project team identified a wide range of stakeholders to be contacted for their views and opinions about Driffield Town Centre and its future
potential / direction.
A bespoke questionnaire was developed for the project, reflecting a number of topics covered in the business survey and the shopper survey. This is
attached as Appendix I.

We issued 29 survey questionnaires to stakeholders, including local town councillors, local businesses, council officers and steering group members.
We achieved an excellent response with 20 completed surveys returned, from all types of stakeholders, as shown below.
Ben Scott

Cllr Matt Garrard

Helen Wilson

Michael Lee

Claire Binnington

Cllr Simon Starrett

Jenny Bennett

Owen Robinson

Cllr Andrew Coleman

Cllr Tom Watson

Louise Peers

Simon Field

Cllr Gillian Helliwell

David Tite

Maggie Lynch

Tom Bannister

Cllr Mark Blakeston

Felicity Temple

Matt Rodgers

Tracey Micklethwaite

The level of response and the quality of information provided is a finding in its own right; reflecting the interest and participation of local businesses, elected
members and wider stakeholders.
We would like to thank all those stakeholders who gave their time and input. The individual responses are confidential and have been reported as a
combined data set.
In light of the questionnaire structure we have been able to provide both quantitative analysis in form of graphs and tables; as well as qualitative
interpretation of views and opinions. Note not all tables total 100%, due to multi option responses.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.2

Stakeholder Identified Strengths

The main strengths of the town centre according to stakeholders are as follows (we have consolidated strengths into themes / topics and identified the number
of times mentioned):
Strengths

Responses

Responses

Variety of shops

9

Thursday Market

2

Diversity of independents

9

Growth potential

2

Compact layout, linear, easy to understand

8

Growing town

2

Friendly and welcoming, good atmosphere

5

Clean, tidy shop fronts,

1 each

Good community, loyal locals

5

Pleasant tea rooms, knowledgeable shop keepers

1 each

Good transport, close to station

5

Parking, close and adequate

3

The main strengths of the town centre are the variety of shops, diverse range of independents, compact layout, friendly and welcoming, the community and
loyal customers; and the access / transport.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.3

Stakeholder Identified Weaknesses

The main weaknesses of the town centre according to Stakeholders are as follows (we have consolidated strengths into themes / topics and identified the
number of times mentioned):
Weaknesses

Responses

Responses

Poor public realm / trees / pavements

8

Lack of heritage offer

3

Poor hospitality and NTE offer

6

Reliance on retail

3

Derelict sites and empty shops

5

Lack of investment

2

Condition of buildings

5

Lack of promotion or awareness of offer

2

Lack of choice, variety, supermarkets, chains

5

Lack of focal points, long high street

1 each

Traffic, parked cars, lack of pedestrianisation

5

Too many charity shops, ‘nay-sayers’ and landlords, rates

1 each

Parking, loss of free parking

4

The main weaknesses for the town centre range from physical, public realm and infrastructure, to choice, hospitality, parking and promotion.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.4

Please identify which of the following are the highest priority ongoing Covid recovery initiatives

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

20%
10%
0%
Events to
attract
customers
into town

More
Recovery More social
More
Community More visiting A town centre
More
Other –
promotion of support and media activity promotion of
activity
markets
discount
customer please specify
town centre advice for
Driffield being
scheme
information
below
offer
businesses
safe

The Stakeholders identify more events, more promotion and provision of recovery support as the three highest priorities.
More social media, more promotion of Driffield being safe, and more visiting markets are required by almost half of the stakeholders.
A town centre discount scheme and more customer information are lower priorities.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.5

Generally, for the long term, how would you like to see Driffield Town Centre improve?

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Lots of areas to improve.
Public realm dominates.
More hospitality and more
markets.

Then more variety, and
more events, tourist
marketing and parking in
the next cluster.
Improved arrival, reduced
congestion more
independents and more
arts / culture.
More promotion and a
better regular market also
feature as improvements
desired.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.6

Thinking specifically about the regular town centre market, how would you like to see it improve?

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

More themed and event markets are required, more choice, better quality and a bigger market are the aspirations for the market offer.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.7

How positive are you about future trading prospects of Driffield Town Centre?

70%
60%

60%
50%
40%
30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
0%

0%
Very optimistic

Quite optimistic

Neither / nor

Quite pessimistic

Very pessimistic

Stakeholders are clearly optimistic about the future trading prospects for Driffield.
A clear 5:1 optimistic ratio
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.8

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly agree through to strongly disagree?

I would go out in Driffield town centre more often in the evening, if there
were more restaurants open

35%

There is not enough shopper car parking in the town centre

35%

25%

It is expensive to park in the town centre

20%

It is very easy to find a place to park in Driffield Town Centre

20%

10%

10%
0%

Strongly Agree

15%

Neither Nor

40%

30%

45%
20%

Agree

0%

20%

10%
40%
Disagree

60%

10%

5% 5%0%

10% 5%

20%

5%

20%

5%

80%

100%

Strongly Disagree

No Answer

An improved evening catering offer would encourage stakeholders to go out in the town centre.
The cost and access to parking is viewed positively by the majority of stakeholders, the provision of carparking has a more mixed response
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.9

If there was an opportunity to improve the environment of Market Place, to make it a more pleasant place and help attract more shoppers
and visitors. Which of the following options would you prefer?

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
I would like to see Market I would prefer Market I would prefer for Market
Place pedestrianised and
Place to be
Place to have wider
closed to all traffic all the pedestrianised / closed to pavements, with a single
time
traffic during the core part
lane of traffic
of the day, say from 10 till
16.00

Its fine as it is

Other suggested
pedestrianisations

At this point the preferred improvement for Market Place would be to widen the pavements and to have a single lane of traffic. That said the combined results
for full or part pedestrianisation, along with other suggested options exceeds the single lane option. It is clear that the current system is the least favoured.
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.10 What are your growth / improvement aspirations for Driffield Town Centre? What kind of place would you like it to be in 5 years?
This question produced a wide variety of individual responses, views and opinions from stakeholders.
The aspects that received the most references are listed below, with the number of mentions. Font size reflects scale of response.

• Improved public realm, better pavements 10 (including pedestrianisation 13)
•

A bustling and growing town (9)

•

A stronger hospitality and catering offer (7)

•

Focal point for East Riding (5)

•

More choice (4)

• Not dominated by chains and charity shops (3)
• Events (3)
• More arts and culture (3)
• Better heritage and tourist offer (2)
• ERYC funded TCM (2)
• A variety of disparate aspects received a single mention including ‘smarter town’, more chains and brands, review parking charges and payment machines,
business support, free parking, easy to get around
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.11 Are there any benchmark towns or locations that Driffield Town Centre could learn from? Why??
The benchmark locations identified included
• Malton for its food focus, heritage and focal points
• Pocklington for its café culture, street seating and hospitality offer

• Beverley, for public realm, pedestrianised streets and quality experience
• Bridlington and the opening of Gypsey Race Park
• Northallerton
• Hull Old Town
• Louth
• A number of references to not copy other places but focus on Driffield consumers
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.12 And finally, are there any other comments about Driffield Town Centre you would like to add or make?
A wide variety of final comments, with very few repetition of themes or topics, except for a few listed below
• Smarten up the existing shop fronts and flats above (4)
• Improve pavements (4)

• More trees and green environment (4)
• Town needs a focal point and identity (4)
• Need USP’s to attract from wider local area (2)
• Investment from ERYC
• ‘Improve appeal to older residents’
• ‘Improve appeal to younger residents’
• ‘Parked blue badge cars block the main street’
• ‘Pedestrianisation is essential’
• ‘More than just tinkering is needed’
• ‘Don’t lose parking when development happens’
• ‘Too many empty shops’

• ‘Improve approaches to the town and arrival areas’
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6.0 Stakeholder Engagement
6.13 Summary
The findings of the stakeholder survey can be summarised as follows:
• The survey had a great response, not only in number / variety of participants but also the quality of information.
• Many clear strengths, from variety of shops, independents to layout, access (arrival not so good!), friendly community

• Weaknesses dominated by public realm (and private realm), hospitality, traffic, blockages and lack of pedestrianisation
• Derelict sites and vacant properties, including those visible as arriving into Driffield are an issue
• More promotion of the town and its offer, more events and a better market are all desired, as is a stronger hospitality offer
• Parking is less of an issue
• They are optimistic about the future and want to see a bustling, thriving and growing town
• There are lessons to be learnt from neighbours, although please don’t copy them!
• The town can be a focal point and can have a stronger visitor appeal, these need to be worked on, as do the physical improvements
• A cohesive and collective approach, with a local place manager in charge of delivery.
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Consumer & Retail Trends and
Lessons from Benchmark Centres

7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.1

Introduction

A summary of recent trends has been compiled to provide an overview of the current, dominant trends affecting
the retail sector and town / city centres. This is based on extensive reviews of published research, reports, articles
and insight from industry leaders and our own project experience.
This is an established research workstream, being completed pre-Covid. Much of the evidence remains valid,
being based on long term i.e. 5 – 10 years lifecycle
This broad research approach has enabled us to collate the views of a wide audience from industry leading bodies
such as the ATCM, BCSC and Institute of Place Management; to research and insight specialists including
Deloitte, PwC and Dunnhumby; to retail property and planning specialists, government bodies and other industry
specialists.
The retail landscape has and continues to evolve and change – it remains in a state of flux. A clear understanding
of what is, has and continues to drive change will help underpin a future successful town / city centre strategy.
Covid has accelerated many of the trends that were already evident.
Going forward the ability for places to adapt and react quickly and readily to these changes will be one of the keys
to future success. Humans are social animals. Towns and cities will continue in the future to play an essential role
in encouraging consumers to meet, eat, shop and play.
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.2

Consumer Trends

Consumer behaviour continues to change and in the wake of technological advancements it is changing at a rapid
pace. Consumers are demanding ever increasing ‘convenience’ with shopping needing to be an ‘easy’ experience
and “when it suits me”. With the advent of the ‘connected consumer’, consumers want and expect to be able to
buy anytime and anywhere.
Meanwhile discounters like Aldi and Lidl have reminded us of the benefits of ‘shopping around’ and not just for
convenience goods, but in a general search for ‘value’. Big food stores have also, in many ways become ‘too big
to shop’ and take up too much time. Food operators have moved away from opening megastores, but preferring
the right size store for the right sized market.
Whilst a great many independent businesses were negatively affected by the Covid Pandemic, those that adapted
and responded, continued to provide high levels of service thrived and in some cases grew and thrived.
This trend has also extended into other categories with retail giants such as IKEA and Decathlon opening small
format stores responding to the consumer need for ease and convenience but also for smaller, specialised curated
offers.
‘Ease of shopping’ extends to the full range of facilities in town / city centres, including ease of access, information
provision, car parking and adjacencies / connectivity. Customers are increasingly able to choose to go to a
location, for many other reasons than the list of retail names present and the size of the stores they trade from.
The boundaries between shopping and leisure are becoming ever more blurred, with opportunities to combine
leisure, eating and drinking and to ‘make a day of it’ adding to the appeal of destinations.
Despite the ability of online to satisfy retail requirements quickly, consumers are increasingly looking for
meaningful ‘experiences’ and personalisation; human interaction also remains an important factor.
Consumers, even though overloaded with technology, are still visiting shops. Understanding your customer base;
anticipating what customers want and providing it to them is at the heart of any retail, town or city centre
proposition.
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.3

Retailer Trends

The Covid Pandemic has fundamentally shaken the pillars of retail dynamics, especially in large town and city
centres. It seems likely that retailers, service and food & beverage operators will be much more flexible when
choosing to open in new markets, be they re-occupied units, re-purposed units, subdivided units and even the
occasional new unit!
There are also new players on the scene as even pure play (on-line only) operators are seeing the benefit and
potential to their brand of physical stores. Retailers are increasingly exploring diversity in both store formats and
retail channels as well as new product categories and ‘mix’ of categories. Large format store brands are opening
smaller stores and small shop brands are increasing their store sizes.
What is the new multichannel? - It’s best described as an emerging mix of all formats; town / city centre, online,
mobile, home delivery, click and collect and out of town. The most successful retailers offer the full set and in
some instances different product categories are better suited to different channels.

Retailers’ as a group now includes many other types of offer, such as F&B which has seen considerable growth,
with F&B now an integral part of any retail offer. F&B and leisure are, and will continue to play, a very important
role in the appeal of town / city centres, enhancing the visit experience ‘beyond retail’. This leisure role also
provides another aspect of the ‘multi-functional town / city centre’ and thereby an additional reason to visit, while
extending dwell time and encouraging social interaction.
Service providers, particularly beauty and personal grooming are also expanding in town and city centres.
One of the strongest growing sectors is the reuse and repair sector, with consumers demonstrating a keenness to
stretch the extra mile out of a product.
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.4

What it means for town centres

Consumers on the whole like to shop, they like to ‘go shopping’ but increasingly they like to combine it with leisure and to ‘make a day of it’. The focus
going forward is less on ‘retail’, with town and city centres becoming multi-functional with a more diverse offer. The right type of catering, food and
beverage, and associated leisure offers is key to healthy town / city centres.
The leisure sector is also expanding and segmenting in the same way that the F&B market has segmented itself into many diverse themes and formats,
including coming back into town. Town centre leisure offers are now more than a multiplex and a selection of fast casual / family catering brands. The
leisure offer includes active and passive, free and paid for elements. Operators such as gyms, cinema’s, boutique cinema’s, modern themed crazy golf,
simulators, escape rooms, kids play, toddlers play, air parks, table tennis, community meeting space, social, health and well being, reading rooms,
bowling, ice and roller-skate facilities are all increasingly taking space in towns and in centres.
Successful centres will be those with multiple purposes and multiple reasons for use and drivers of ‘footfall’. ‘Click and Collect’ potentially has an important
role to play in driving footfall into town and city centres. Driving this footfall into both stores and centres has a positive effect on turnover not just for the
individual store but surrounding operators and the centre itself.

Centre ‘content’ will continue to change and evolve, with ‘content’ much more than just shops and businesses - environment, markets, leisure, facilities,
residential and other factors are increasingly contributing to the appeal of the location, making it a desirable place to visit and use on a regular basis.
The high street and local centres are still proven destinations but adapting to changing consumer behaviour and to retailers’ needs is paramount to future
success; being flexible and adaptable not rigid and stuck in past policies and procedures is essential.
Understanding the important role that digital and social media now play in information finding, recommendation and social interaction whether this is via
websites, provision of town / city centre Wi-Fi access and / or creating a destination that can be ‘liked’ raising the profile and awareness of the location, will
drive visits and increase appeal.
This links to the need for centres to have real sense of ‘place’ that connects with the consumer, providing a point of difference and a connection to the local
community.
Consumers like and embrace well run events and markets.
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.5

Summary of Trends

•

Consumers want experiences

•

Consumers want multiple rewards or reasons for using a centre

•

Consumers seek reasons to choose a centre; they are looking for
ease, value, quality, shopping as well as eating / drinking and
leisure

•
•

•

Retailers like and benefit from multi-purpose centres; they both ‘feed
off’ footfall and ‘share’ footfall. Multi purpose centres include social
and non commercial elements as part of the mix

•

Retailers are increasingly trading in multi-formats

•

Shoppers are increasingly shopping via a variety / combination of
multiple channels

Retailers will choose out of town, if no suitable in town provision is
available

•

Consumers are choosing different retail locations for different
purposes

Retailers are investing in the larger centres and in high impact
stores

•

Measuring, monitoring and seeking to continually improve ‘ease of
use’ will help ensure continued appeal

•

Multi-channel is delivering multi-formats

•

Shoppers like big stores and small specialists

•

•

Shoppers also respond to well run regular and visiting markets, as
well as events

Centres need to provide high quality public realm and associated
facilities as part of the overall experience

•

Centres need to deliver a sense of place and point of difference that
is connected to the local customer base and its various components

•

The centre needs to engage and embrace the location to help
attract and share footfall
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.6

Exemplar Centres / Offers and Components

A desk-based review of benchmark locations has been undertaken to understand their success factors and to draw lessons from their format, content and
active components. Locations included; town centres, city centre districts, suburban centres and specialist attractions. Also, locations with a mid market or
varied resident base, some with additional consumer groups including visitors / tourists, workers and students. There are several trends evident in the
benchmark centres that are relevant to Driffield and its future direction and growth potential, these have been summarised.

Stembrook Lane Dover
• Repurposed former independent variety
store
• More of an indoor market
• Support local start up businesses
• Maker / sellers
• Upcycling of furniture and fabrics
• Artist and artisan producers
• Subsidised rents and business support

Stockton Enterprise Arcade
• Former retail store on declining part of
traditional High Street
• Vacant for many years
• Leased and converted by Council into smaller
shell units on ground floor. Provides
affordable route to market for new start-up
businesses
• Variety of unit sizes and lease terms available

Bromsgrove Health, Beauty & Wellbeing
• A ‘cluster’ of dedicated high quality health,
beauty and wellbeing operators anchor
one end of the ‘traditional high street area
• Supported by similarly positioned cafes,
F&B, independents home and gift
operators
• Organic evolution rather than curated and
managed
• Council pump primed with shop fit grants
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7.0 Emerging Trends and Benchmark Centres Review
7.6

Exemplar Centres / Offers and Components cont’d.

The review of exemplar centres has revealed that adding reasons to visit centres is essential; i.e. clear, visible layers of appeal; leisure, services and F&B,
plus facilities. This also includes having a variety of well integrated ‘anchors’, which could be both traditional retail as well as non-retail, e.g. former
department stores, reconfigured and repurposed, multiplex and boutique cinemas, bowling, gyms, ‘active’ and urban sport, soft play, F&B clusters, varied
F&B daypart offers etc. They can also be innovative temporary / meanwhile uses of vacant space / shop units.
Mixed use developments are important, regardless of scale of site or building. It is crucial to include nearby or integrated residential elements. Ditto public
and open space; promotions / relaxation / events and well-designed public realm. All can be key reasons to visit a centre.

Where new retail provision is provided, these need to be high impact retail provision with landmark retail statements and large contemporary glass
frontages, or high-quality traditional shop fronts for smaller independent operators. They need to stand out, be memorable and punch above their weight.
Towns undergoing regeneration and renaissance tend to have clear identities, building on and enhancing local assets. They also often include improved
and high-quality facilities, including improving markets, evolving and improving retail offer, enabling meanwhile uses and nurturing local start up talent.
The importance of wellbeing, health and beauty as key components and attractions should not be under-played. For all age demographics, the Haven
Older People Community Hub in Southend is multi floor activity, health and wellbeing centre for the over 50’s.
Several of the benchmark locations have a strong ethos in partnerships and working together. This includes managed towns and centres; partners
working well together; BIDs, TCM’s and SCM’s. It also includes embracing local and hinterland communities, with a very clear open and public focus on
their needs and experience.
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Shopper Survey

8.0 Shopper Survey
8.1

Overview

To capture and include the views and usage patterns of consumers actually using
the town centre, a survey of shoppers was commissioned as part of the project.
This random survey of shoppers undertaken by Fieldwork Assistance, a 3rd party
specialist field research agency approved by the Market Research Society.

The survey was undertaken over the period 7 December to 19 December 2020.
The aims of the research were to:
- capture existing shopper usage and access patterns
- verify / challenge findings of the other research workstreams undertaken as
part of this project
- to understands aspects to improve and increase usage of town centre
- to explore specific views on improved pedestrian access and evening economy
usage.
A copy of the survey is contained in Appendix III.
In total 433 shoppers were included within the survey, making this the largest and
most robust survey of shoppers ever undertaken in Driffield Town Centre.
Where there are variances by shopper profile or type, these have been drawn out
in the analysis.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.2

Sample Profile
Age

Gender

50%

42%

40%

Male,
42%

39%

30%
20%

Female,
58%

10%
0%

The profile of respondents is slightly weighted towards female
consumers.
Employment Status
60%
49%
47%

40%

13%
6%
18 – 25

26 - 44

45 - 64

65+

The survey sample is dominated by middle aged and elderly
consumers, which reflects the make-up of the Driffield Catchment
Day of Week

Weekend,
13%

20%

0%

Employed /
Working

Retired

1%

2%

1%

Unemployed

Student

Other

Closely echoing the age profile of consumers, the survey sample
consist of roughly half working and half retired consumers.

Weekday,
87%
The majority of consumers were surveyed on weekdays.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.3 Reason for being in the town centre
‘Q1 Firstly, what are your main reasons for being in Driffield Town Centre today?’ Multiple unprompted, up to 3
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Driffield Town Centre is clearly being used primarily for shopping purposes (generally and for food). The town centre is also an important destination for
consumers requiring retail services. A greater proportion of older consumers were shopping for food or using the service facilities than middle aged ones.
The 8% saying ‘something else’ were dominated by those ‘out for a walk’ and or ‘walking the dog’.
Finally the low numbers of hospitality consumers reflects the Tier 2 lockdown restrictions at the time of the research, i.e. takeaway only available.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.4 Mode of Travel
‘Q2 How have you travelled here today?’
2% 1%
4%

1%

3%
Car / van
Walk
Schedule bus service
Cycle

35%

Other
56%

Train
‘Town’ circular bus service

The vast majority of consumers visit Driffield by car or walk. Few travel by bus, cycle or train.
Older and weekend consumers were slightly more likely to travel by car and employed / middle aged / weekday consumers were slightly more likely to walk.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.5 Views and Opinions
‘Q3 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly agree through to strongly disagree?’ (Showcard)
‘It is very easy to find a place to park in Driffield Town Centre’
50%

‘It is expensive to park in the town centre’
50%

43%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%

1%
Strongly
agree

12%

6%

10%

7%

13%
2%

0%
Agree

Neither / Disagree Strongly
nor
disagree
-7%

Dont
know

-10%

-20%
-30%

-30%
-40%

20%

30%

-31%

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither / Disagree Strongly Dont know
nor
disagree
-3%

-40%

-50%

-50%

This question produced a dichotomy in responses with 44%
agreeing its easy to find a place to park, and 38% disagreeing.

The cost of parking doesn’t appear to be a major issue with
consumers, with circa half stating its not am issue and a substantial
minority having no view.

The majority (i.e. over 50%) of people visiting on a weekend
disagreed.

-46%
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.5 Views and Opinions cont’d.
‘Q3 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly agree through to strongly disagree?’ (Showcard)
‘There is not enough shopper car parking in the town centre’
50%
40%
30%

20%

40%

32%

30%

20%

16%

10%

3%

-20%
-30%

-40%

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither / Disagree Strongly
nor
disagree

20%

32%
20%

10%

0%

0%
-10%

‘I would go out in Driffield Town Centre more often in the evening,
if there were more restaurants open’
50%

Dont
know

-30%

3%

3%

0%

-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither / Disagree Strongly Dont know
nor
disagree
-6%
-36%

-50%

-50%

There does appear to be a perception that Driffield Town Centre has
insufficient car parking spaces.

Most people agree they would go out in the town centre more often
in the evening if the food & beverage offer was stronger. This
question produced a marked split by age, with most of the younger /
employed consumers saying yes, and elderly consumers saying no.

There is no major bias by reason for shopping. There is a slight bias
towards older consumers / drivers and weekend shoppers.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.6 Improvements to Market Place
‘Q4 If there was an opportunity to improve the environment of Market Place, to make it a more pleasant place and help attract more shoppers and
visitors. Which of the following options most closely reflects your view?’ Showcard
1%
4%

I would like to see Market Place pedestrianised and closed
to all traffic all the time

35%

I would prefer Market Place to be pedestrianised / closed to
traffic during the core part of the day, say from 10 till 16.00

I would prefer for Market Place to have wider pavements,
with a single lane of traffic
55%
Its fine as it is

5%

Other

The majority of consumers feel Market Place is just fine as it is. Having said that a sizeable minority would like to see the introduction of part
pedestrianisation during daytime core trading hours. There is little demand for full and permanent pedestrianisation. Typically the older consumers (two
thirds) think its fine as it is.
Interestingly the majority of weekend visitors do want to see it part pedestrianised / closed to traffic at the weekend!
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.7 Increasing Visit Frequency
‘Q5 What would encourage you to visit Driffield Town Centre more often?’ Multiple unprompted, up to 3

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Its not unusual for the majority of consumers to either view the status quo as satisfactory or indeed have no response to an open ended question. Of those
that did, most wanted more shops / more choice (especially independents), more daytime and evening food options. Few said more service or wanted
improvements to the environment or shopping experience. Of those that said ‘other’, this mostly related to another supermarket (especially M&S), improved
food & beverage offer (including more outside tables and chairs), better quality shops and more clothing / footwear shops.
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8.0 Shopper Survey
8.8 Summary
The findings of the shopper survey can be summarised as follows:
• The survey achieved a large and robust dataset of visitors to Driffield Town Centre.
• Respondents were slightly biased towards female and dominated by middle aged / work consumers and elderly / retired consumers, which echoes the
makeup of the catchment profile
• Consumers mainly visit the town centre for the shopping and service offer, mostly by car and then on foot
• Availability of parking only seems to be an issue at the weekends
• The cost of parking is not an issue

• Middle aged consumers would go out in the town centre if there was a better food & beverage offer available.
• In regards pedestrianisation of Market Place, most are happy as it is. There are however a significant minority of middle aged / younger consumers who
would like to see it pedestrianised during core daytime trading hours, especially on a Saturday
• When asked what improvements to the town centre offer that would encourage them to visit more often, the main responses were more / better choice of
shops (especially more clothing, footwear and childrenswear), improved daytime and evening food and beverage offer, another supermarket (particularly
M&S Food) and better quality shops / operators in general
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Conclusions

8.0 Conclusions
8.1 Introduction

8.2

A wide variety of research workstreams have been undertaken as part of
this project. These include new and bespoke areas, further analysis and
mining of existing data and reports, and lessons learnt in regards
mitigating the effects of Covid from other centres across the country.

The local customer base has enabled the existing businesses to perform
well over many years and supports their optimistic outlook.

Detailed analysis of the outputs of all these research areas have enabled
us to draw a range of conclusions, as described to follow in this section.
Furthermore the conclusions form bedrock for development of
recommended future vision, strategy and action plan for Driffield Town
Centre going forward.
What is clear, is that Driffield has lots of strengths to build on, and has
many opportunities to improve the appeal, usage and future outlook of its
town centre offer.
8.2 Driffield has a local & loyal customer base with broad needs

Driffield has a local & loyal customer base with broad needs cont’d.

That said consumer expectations are changing at an increasing pace, as
is their behaviour and use of town centres. As such Driffield’s offer and
overall experience will need to adapt and evolve to remain in line with
future shopping patterns and the needs of its growing customer base.

8.3 Driffield has many strengths to build on
From the variety of research areas we have undertaken, the good news
is Driffield has many strengths to build on going forward. These include
the range and variety of retailers and service providers and in particular
the number, quality and variety / diversity of independent businesses.
Similarly the service offer is also a particular strength to take forward
and help differentiate the town centre.

Driffield is successful serving a local resident catchment, both the
immediate town area and nearby rural hinterland. The profile of the
residents is mixed, and the needs are for a broad range of goods,
services and facilities.

The combined appeal of the convenience stores (multiple and
independent operators) in the town centre stand out, as does the regular
market (although there is lots of scope to improve this). The town centre
is compact and easy to use and typically has easy access.

The local catchment is already increasing as a result of new residential
development, outflow from nearby larger conurbations and the planned
substantial increases in development activity.

Finally a particular strength is the love and loyalty / optimism of local
customers / businesses and stakeholders; they care and want to see
Driffield thrive.
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8.0 Conclusions
8.4 Driffield’s public realm is obscuring many ‘hidden’ assets

8.5 The town centre needs more layers of appeal

Driffield has many fabulous assets which unfortunately are being
‘hidden’ through a combination of lack of signage, ineffective promotion
and messaging and a variety of dominant negative visual aesthetics.

As already identified on the previous page, the convenience offer in Driffield is
strong and a major asset for the town to build on going forward. Its clearly one
of the main reasons to visit the town.

The final approach to the town centre is dominated visually by several
long-term vacant development plots. Once in the town centre itself,
again there any a number of visually dominant vacant retail units
(although to be fair, vacancy rates in the town centre are average and
not high).

The review of other leading benchmark centres reveals that successful market
towns in the future need to be more than just about the convenience offer.
Other factors are also very important in helping towns to be resilient and attract
more consumers for more reasons to visit the town, staying longing as a result
each time.

One of the biggest issues is that several building fronts are in very poor
condition, especially at fascia board level and above. Many buildings are
in visually poor condition with rotten woodwork, stained bricks and even
weeds / vegetation growing out of brick work at 1st floor level. These all
create a negative and lasting impression of the town centre.

Elements of the Driffield offer that can be improved and / or built upon include
the home / household offer, services offer, market, hospitality, catering, food
and beverage, leisure, facilities, ease of use, car parking, heritage, arts, culture,
community facilities, events and tourism offer. These are all drivers of visits.

Much of the pavements are in poor condition, as is much of the street
furniture especially the bins and seating for public use. Overall the town
centre aesthetic experience feels very ‘hard’, with insufficient greening /
trees and softer ‘pause and reflect’ areas. The town centre feels very
traffic dominated, with a distinct lack of pedestrian priority.

The good news is that some of the above list are present and are potentially
strong assets, they need promoting and emphasizing. That said many of the
above are not immediately visible or present and will need to be added over
time in a planned and proactive manner
The future Driffield Town Centre has to be used and recognised as more than
just a retail centre.

The town centre has little sense of arrival, with poor signage and
messaging. There is certainly insufficient ‘Welcome to Driffield, Capital
of the Wolds’ or ‘Historic Market Town’ type messages.
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8.0 Conclusions
8.6 Tourism / visitors presents a major growth opportunity

8.7 Driffield needs to extend day part

Currently the town is not visibly appealing to or targeting visitors /
tourists.

Driffield Town Centre is busy during the mornings, quiet in the afternoons
and appears very quiet during night-times.

Indeed the town centre has few overt statements or messages for
tourists whom may have chosen to and travel to the town, and / or
stumbled upon the town centre. Its certainly fair to say there is an under
provision of brown signs that reinforce the message that tourists are in
a place worth staying and spending in!

The challenge initially will be to extend the morning and lunchtime peaks
into the mid / late afternoons. Post school activity, post work activity, retail
offers, leisure offers, community offers all have roles to play in helping to
achieve this, in the medium term timescale.

As already mentioned there are several heritage assets which are not
visible from the town centre and these need highlighting / promoting.
This could include assets both in / near the town centre but also a short
distance from the town.

The town centre needs aligning with local attractions, shared
promotions, reciprocal activity
With the right support and plan, the market has the potential to be a
regional leader and attractor from neighbouring communities.
Similarly there is benefit in working with the Showground to develop an
programme of activity through out the year (or at least from Easter to
mid October), as well as extending the activity from the annual Driffield
Show from the showground into the town centre
A stronger market and events offer will also appeal to tourists as well
as regular and occasional visitors to Driffield.

A longer term objective has to be the extension of the daytime economy
into the early evening economy. This will be a more challenging objective
but eminently doable. It will require a change in mindset in existing
operators to open later / extend their trading days, but also a stronger
leisure offer (e.g. pop up cinemas) and new food and beverage operators
that provide great food to post-work consumers.
8.8 There are opportunities to expand the offer / attract new businesses
There are lots of opportunities to expand the available choice, add reasons to
visit, build on existing usage and proven appeal and fill gaps in the offer.
These will need to be targeted to availability / size and format size of available
space and / or will require existing units to be adapted to meet needs of
incoming and active business.
The key challenge is to ensure Driffield is on the map / horizon of expansive
regional business and are clearly targeted with the right messages why Driffield
is right for them / is on the up and worth opening in.
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8.0 Conclusions
8.9

Better promotion, social media, customer engagement needed

Driffield has a local and loyal customer base with a high visit frequency.
Whilst they will be familiar with the town’s offer, it is important to remind
them of the breadth of offer and to promote new activity, both from
existing businesses and any new businesses.
Currently the promotion within the town is very limited, few maps and
plans, little practical directional signage and a lack of emphasis of proven
strengths and assets. This is mirrored via existing social media and wider
promotional activity, it does exist, but it needs to be stronger and much
more relevant to target customers. Successful places now often have
dedicated resource to promotion via social media.

8.10 Future prognosis is positive providing identified issues are addressed
As already identified, Driffield is a town that is currently doing ‘ok’. It is far
from broken, on many levels. It has a strong ‘in-town’ convenience and
service offer that will help it to withstand the ravages of online shopping. It
has a loyal and local customer base, that still choose to visit and use the
town centre. However these consumers are highly mobile and will be used
to seeing the improving offers at nearby competing and peer group
places. Indeed many of its new and growing residents will be attracted to
Driffield from some of the local major centres.
The study has identified a variety of aspects that can and will be improved
across the town centre.

Promotional activity needs to be further improved for the visitor and tourist It needs to improve the experience of the town centre, identify
opportunities to add layers of appeal and usage, extend the day part offer
consumer, again from the basic of detailing the offer through promoting
to include more hospitality and leisure offers. The improved experience
reasons to visit and reasons to use.
extends beyond the choices and commercial components to the facilities
If Driffield was a business, we would describe its engagement with
and the public realm.
customers as passive; waiting for them to come and use the town.
Whilst this report is structured to outline an action plan for the town centre,
Driffield is ideally positioned to proactively be a ‘welcoming’ and inviting
and has detailed many different and detailed actions, it will be essential to
town for its regular, irregular and occasional visitors. It needs to improve
implement and deliver the action plan. This is likely to require dedicated
all the user facilities, its communication, the reward for loyalty and the
resource and a collective approach from stakeholders and businesses.
service the overall town delivers collectively and from each business. The
Strategy without implementation, is simply another report on a shelf.
impending growth in local consumers, is an opportunity for the town to
secure and capture shoppers who will be used to going elsewhere and will
continue to so unless Driffield reminds why they don’t need to!
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Recommended Future
Town Centre Strategy
& Action Plan

9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.1 Introduction

9.3 Future Strategy

The following pages set out the identified actions to help improve the
performance, appeal and growth of Driffield Town Centre.

In order to achieve the recommended vision, a series of strategic
objectives have been developed as follows; delivering these is the future
strategy for Driffield Town Centre

For each of the actions we have identified whether they are an
essential Covid recovery action, an indicative timescale, and who might
be involved in facilitating the action.
Where possible we have set out to make individual recommended
actions so as to help in the implementation and delivery. In some
instances the identified action may require a sequence of initiatives, in
other instances there will be further preparation and development.
There is no single silver bullet to deliver a fully sustainable future
Driffield Town Centre, it will be achieved through the successful
implementation of many diverse actions. Some of which will need
external third party support.

1. Improve the shopper, user and visitor experience

2. Make more of the existing assets to create a stronger combined offer
3. Improve and extend the markets offer
4. Create more reasons to be in the town centre
5. Make Driffield easier and more convenient to visit
6. Improve appeal of the town centre for visitors and tourism
7. Improve the marketing and promotion of the town

9.2 Future Vision for Driffield Town Centre
“Driffield and its many award winning independent businesses
provides its shoppers and visitors with great product choice,
experiences, excellent service and services.
An historic market town to visit everyday and for a special day.”
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.4 Improve the shopper, user and visitor experience
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Trial pedestrianisation of High Street, improve pavements and pedestrian
priorities, increase greening. Remove cars that cause blockages

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Undertake deep clean and decluttering of Market Place. Encourage
landlords and retailers to do the same. Hold biannual Community Clean
Up Days when safe and able to do so

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Provide more short-term temporary seating and rest points, as well as plan
for longer term fixed solutions. Remove surplus hard street clutter

Yes

Medium

*

Improve the public realm in the core shopping area - Market Place &
Middle Street (North and South) and from car parks to core retail areas.
Replicate railway station public realm forecourt outside Market Walk

Medium

*

*

Review car park signage (private and council), simplify payment method,
charging periods and additional ‘free’ options

Medium

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.4 Improve the shopper, user and visitor experience cont’d.

Clear place branding

Shirley’s Poppies – recognisable and distinct identifiers

Temporary signage in place

More attractive external shop fronts
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.4 Improve the shopper, user and visitor experience cont’d.
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Introduce clear welcome signage and information about the town and its
unique mix of businesses, maps, plans and easy look up facilities

Medium

*

*

Introduce live parking information (online and or on approach roads)

Medium

*

*

Encourage landlords / shopper owner to invest in and smarten their
shopfronts, emphasise heritage buildings, architecture, vintage signage
Incentivise businesses to improve the shopfronts, windows and lighting

Ongoing

*

*

Local
Businesses

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.4 Improve the shopper, user and visitor experience cont’d.

Strong welcome signage;
good reminder of strengths
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.5 Make more of the existing assets to create a stronger combined offer
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Pro-actively promote ‘the differences of Driffield’, build on loyalty and
support

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Promote breadth and variety of service sector, remind consumers of
facilities available in the town centre. Promote the strong home and
country offer

Yes

Short

*

*

*

New signage package needed for town centre, with clearer finger signs to
nearby assets, including to / from existing anchors e.g. Tesco / Lidl

Medium

*

*

Treat specialist award winning independents like ‘anchor’ stores, promote
them at car parks and bus stops.

Medium

*

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.5 Make more of the existing assets to create a stronger combined offer
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

*

More multi site events needed; activities that either held in different
locations each year, and or events that have simultaneous activities in a
variety of satellite locations

Medium

*

*

Provide clear information at train station, and all plans and information
points. Include business outside the immediate core area

Medium

*

*

Encourage / engage with Tesco to improve their frontage and linkages
through car parking

Medium

*

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.6 Improve and extend the markets offer
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Install Market Trading today signage, replace road closed.

Yes

Short

*

*

Encourage more visiting markets, themed and specialist markets.

Yes

Short

*

*

Use additional signage to enhance impact of market

Medium

*

*

Increase size of regular market, add more categories, include opportunities
for remote Driffield businesses to trade on the market

Medium

*

*

These could extend the Thursday market and / or provide extra days
Vintage, makers, specialist foods, children's, activity based, seasonal etc

Medium

*

*

Local
Businesses
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.6 Improve and extend the markets offer cont’d.

Example ‘Market Trading Today’ type signage
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.6 Improve and extend the markets offer cont’d.
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council
Add more trading days for existing market

Medium

*

Create more visible emphasis for the market, in order to attract traders and
customers. It may need overstating at the outset!

Medium

*

Undertake additional review of markets offer and growth opportunity

Medium

*

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.7 Create more reasons to be in the town centre
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Expand outdoor seating opportunities, to increase visibility

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Identify opportunities to deliver post school clubs and activities in the town
centre, this would link to family eating and early evening NTE activity

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Develop a town centre rewards and loyalty facility, promote businesses
and reward loyal customers

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Increase / extend the catering, food and hospitality offer. Family, day part
and evening offers. Extend trading day. In short term remind consumer of
the existing offer, what, where and why to use it

Yes

Short /
Medium

*

*

*

Short /
Medium

*

Develop a Prospectus summarising reasons to trade in Driffield, work with
landlords, developers and agents to target and attract identified category
operators to expand
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.7 Create more reasons to be in the town centre cont’d.

Attractive public seating

More external seating and dining needed

Effective directional signage
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.7 Create more reasons to be in the town centre cont’d.
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

*

Expand / develop a ‘gaps’ list from study, using research and findings

Medium

*

Expand the choice in certain identified categories and add missing
elements of the retail and wider town centre offer

Medium

*

Identify temporary locations for community, art and culture events,
repurpose existing buildings. Add cinema and arts / culture pop ups

Medium

*

*

Encourage residential and mixed use development on existing
development sites, including additional commercial units on ground floor

Long

*

*

Create a town centre heart / community hub – café, exhibition space,
cinema / performance / recital room, information hub, toilets. Ideally as a
single entity or if not possible then as a variety of elements and separate
components (Gwyn Hall Neath)

Long

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.7 Create more reasons to be in the town centre cont’d.

Ex Poundland retail unit in Catford, now a community hub, including a 1 screen cinema
Innovative use of long term empty units
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.8 Make Driffield easier and more convenient to visit
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Short

*

*

*

Improve shopper parking signage, payment methods and charging
periods, including ‘free’ periods

Medium

*

Promote security of Driffield, include more visible security. Help
businesses to increase their security

Medium

*

Develop a welcome to Driffield pack that introduces Driffield to new
residents

Medium

*

*

*

Readily available information on all town social media platforms
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.9 Improve appeal of the town centre for visitors and tourism
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Visit Driffield leaflets in all local and regional attractions, promoting things
to do, places to eat and shops to visit, and services to make use of.
Provision of tailored guides for key categories, eating and services
- Feature cafés, catering and hospitality
- Activities and trails, country pursuits and equipment

Yes

Short

*

Reciprocal promotion for local attractions in Driffield and vice versa

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Medium

*

*

*

Establish stronger links to the Showground; development of mutual events
and shared activities
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.9 Improve appeal of the town centre for visitors and tourism cont’d.

Good use of guides to promote strength of independent offer

Retailer organised events and activities
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.9 Improve appeal of the town centre for visitors and tourism cont’d.
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Updated online and social media information about Driffield and activities

Medium

*

*

*

Develop annual calendar of events, to include small weekly / monthly
events and up to a couple of large annual events. Embrace and link to
established nearby events

Medium

*

*

*

Pro-actively embrace local attractions and visitor facilities,
accommodation, hospitality etc. as part of the Driffield offer

Medium

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.10 Improve the marketing and promotion of the town
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Appoint a Town Centre Manager / Co-Ordinator to deliver aspects of the
action plan and to drive the marketing.

Yes

Short

*

Appoint / Allocate / Nominate a person responsible gathering and
publishing ‘stories’ on social media support person

Yes

Short

*

*

Create informal town centre management group / partnership /
association. Evolve from the steering group into a more pro-active body.
Town Team model. Use Malmesbury as a reference.

Yes

Short

*

*

*

Create Town Centre Marketing Group

Yes

Short

*

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.10 Improve the marketing and promotion of the town cont’d

Effective ‘Welcome Back, Please Shop Safe’ messages
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.10 Improve the marketing and promotion of the town cont’d.
Actions

Priority
Recovery
Action?

Timescale

Remit

East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Local
Stakeholders

Local
Businesses

Promote safe shopping in Driffield, not only as a Covid action but as part of
security and safety. Shop Safe, Pub Watch etc. (see Martin Blackwell
initiative)

Medium

*

*

*

Develop a co-ordinated annual promotional calendar, linking to local
events, Showground, festivals, attractions. Working with TC businesses
and market. Incorporate visiting themed markets and established retail
calendar. Complement neighbouring locations, Malton, Beverley etc

Medium

*

*

*
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9.0 Future Strategy & Action Plan
9.10 Improve the marketing and promotion of the town cont’d.

Monster Hero Safari by Martin Blackwall – Family Fun Event
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Appendix I
Operator Survey Questionnaire

Appendix II
Operator Survey Respondents

Survey Respondents
A W Smithson
Alec WG Hall
All Sorts
Barclays Bank
Barnado's
Beautique 32
Bet Fred
Bradbury + Co Accountants
Card Factory
Catch + Empire
Cooplands Café
Cost Cutter
Crown Decorating Centre
David Cammish Butchers
Dee Atkinson + Harrison
Dexters Hair Lounge
Direct Flooring

Dobson + Sons
Dominos
Dove House Hospice
Driffield + Wolds Weekly
Driffield Motorcount LTD
First Class Boutique
Greggs
H+K Embroidery
Hays Travel
Head Quarters
In Express
Kiplingcotes Classic Furniture
Legends + Rebels
Little Rascals
Love Hair
M+Co
Martins

Michael Scott Carpets
MJ Hair
Post Office / Thorntons
Rafters
Real Aid
Red - Hairdressers
Rizo 42
Rodger Bentley
Rotherhams
S+G Barber Co
Sals Barbers
Sam's Shoes
Scrivens
Sew Happy
Simply Vape
Speciality Foods
St Catherine's Hospice + Home

Stuarts of Driffield
Sue Ryder
The Bell Hotel
The Bike Cave
The Buck
The Butchers Dog
The Gift Shop
The Olive Tree
Thorleys
Totally Wicked
White Rose Florist
WHSmith
William Hill
Woolley + Parks
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Appendix III
Consumer Survey Questionnaire
(final version to follow)

The Retail Group
Informed Solutions

Dunnings Oak Offices
Dunnings Road
East Grinstead
West Sussex, RH19 4AT

Tel. 0844 209 8480
Web. www.theretailgroup.co.uk
Email. info@theretailgroup.co.uk

